Towards 100 channel dense wavelength division multiplexing with 100GHz spacing on silicon
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Abstract: A 1 by 4 wavelength division multiplexer with 0.5nm bandwidth and no free spectral range limitation is demonstrated on silicon. The device utilizes wide bandwidth filters cascaded with ring resonators in order to select specific ring resonator modes and route each resonant mode to a separate port. This technology will enable dense wavelength division multiplexing covering the C — and L — bands with up to 100 10GB/s channels separated by 100GHz to be implemented for optical interconnects applications. A 1 by 4 wavelength division multiplexer with 3dB channel bandwidths as small as 0.5nm and 1dB insertion loss are demonstrated with 16dB inter-channel crosstalk suppression. A second wavelength division multiplexer scheme with four channels, each spaced 0.5nm apart without any free spectral range limitations is also demonstrated using wide bandwidth filters centered at the same wavelength to select resonances from four different ring resonators with slightly different widths.

OCIS codes: (130.7408) Wavelength filtering devices; (130.3120) Integrated optics devices; (130.2790) Guided waves.
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1. Introduction

Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) is a commonly used technique in fiber optic communication systems to increase the aggregate transmission bandwidth [1]. Dense WDM (DWDM) are standardized such that channels are spaced by 100GHz, for a total of 50 channels within the C – band (spanning 1530nm – 1570nm), or spaced by 50GHz, for a total of 100 possible channels within the C – band. With the inclusion of the L – band, the number of possible channels for 100GHz and 50GHz channel spacing may be increased to 100 and 200 respectively. With the recent advances in Si-photonics and interest from the computing industry [2–4], old paradigms in fiber optics are now being exploited for CMOS compatible integration of optical interconnects and networking with computing systems [5–7]. To further augment the data capacity of optical interconnects, WDM can be used to create multiple channels within the C- and L- bands. We previously demonstrated a low loss, wide bandwidth 1 by 4 wavelength division multiplexer on silicon [8]. The advantage of the large bandwidth was the greater resistance to fabrication errors and temperature fluctuations, and the ability to accommodate data with more spectral content within a single channel, for example to combine optical time division multiplexing (OTDM) signals within each WDM channel to achieve Tb/s system capacities with fewer WDM channels [9].

However, due to the complexity in OTDM demultiplexing, there is a practical benefit from exploiting the available optical carrier bandwidth using purely WDM techniques with a moderate bandwidth per channel (e.g. spacing at 50 or 100 GHz). For realization of the DWDM concept on a chip, one of the essential components is a multiplexing/demultiplexing filter. Several approaches for implementing this functionality have been investigated including ring resonators, arrayed waveguide gratings and coupled vertical gratings, each with their relative merits and drawbacks. Ring resonators have multiple resonant modes, spaced by a corresponding free spectral range which limits the total bandwidth useable for WDM. Arrayed waveguide gratings [10] may be designed to have larger free spectral ranges than that typical in ring resonators, but have larger footprints, and are less easily integrated with other photonic lightwave circuit components, including microheaters for thermal tuning, compared to ring resonators and coupled gratings. Previous work utilizing coupled vertical gratings had...
applications in pulse compression [11, 12], dispersion engineering [13–15] and WDM [8, 16–19]. In contrast to ring resonators which have multiple resonant modes spaced by a corresponding free spectral range, coupled grating devices possess only a single resonance. Consequently, the bandwidth utilization of the latter is not limited by any associated free spectral range. However, the drawback of the coupled grating device technology is the large channel bandwidth. The previously demonstrated 3nm bandwidth [8] implies that only around 30 WDM channels may be accommodated across the C – and L – bands, and for full 3 nm bandwidth utilization, a speed of electronic detection which is currently unrealistic will be required. To overcome these limitations, we propose to combine the advantages of both the ring resonator based filters (sufficiently small bandwidth to achieve 100GHz channel spacing for DWDM), and the coupled vertical grating filters (no free spectral range limitation). In this manuscript we demonstrate an integrated 1 by 4 WDM device using these techniques, with channel bandwidths as small as 0.5nm, 1dB loss and 16dB inter-channel crosstalk suppression.

2. Device design

A schematic diagram of the proposed device is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). We adopt a silicon on insulator (SOI) platform with 250nm Si device layer and SiO₂ over- and under- cladding. The device is comprised of a ring resonator whose output is transmitted to a 1 by 4 WDM demultiplexer based on a coupled vertical grating device with a coupling gap, \( G = 80\text{nm} \). Here, we design a 1 by 4 WDM device based on coupled vertical gratings so as to meet a channel spacing of 6.5nm. Each grating in the device is apodized [8] to minimize ripple in the transmission spectrum. Design principles for the coupled grating add/drop filters are detailed in Ref. 8. In addition, the calculated effective index vs. grating width is shown in Fig. 1(b). The four drop port wavelengths are further designed to be centered at 1554nm, 1560.5nm, 1567nm, 1573.5nm (6.5nm channel spacing) by using slightly different values of \( W_1, W_2, W_3 \) and \( W_4 \) [8]. The measured spectral response of the 1 by 4 WDM (device segment highlighted within the grey dotted rectangle in Fig. 1(a)). is shown in Fig. 1(c). In order to minimize the footprint and complexity of the mode selector, we design the ring resonator to have a free spectral range of 6.5 nm, coincident with each of the four drop port wavelengths of the 1 by 4 WDM demultiplexer such that four resonant modes from the ring resonator filter may be routed out of each of the four output ports of the coupled vertical grating filters.

The free spectral range of a ring resonator is given by the following expression, 
\[
\text{FSR} = \frac{\lambda^2}{n_g L},
\]
where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the resonance, \( n_g \) is the group index of the waveguide and \( L \) is the circumference of the ring [20]. The location of the \( m^{th} \) resonance associated with the ring resonator is given by, 
\[
m\lambda = L n_{\text{eff}}(\lambda) \ (\text{Eq. (1)}),
\]
where \( n_{\text{eff}} \) is the effective index of the waveguide. The effective index as a function of waveguide width is calculated and shown in Fig. 1(b). The width of the waveguide forming the ring resonator is set at 0.40\( \mu \text{m} \). To meet the requirements of the 6.5nm FSR, the ring was designed to have an optical path length of 83\( \mu \text{m} \).
3. Fabrication and characterization of single and two-channel filters

Fabrication of devices is performed using electron-beam lithography, followed by reactive ion etching and plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition of the SiO$_2$ over-cladding. All devices are terminated with inverse tapers to promote fiber-waveguide coupling and to reduce Fabry-Perot oscillations within the transmission spectrum. We first fabricate devices which select a single and two resonant modes of the ring resonator. To optimally preserve the transmitted modes of the ring resonator at the output of the demultiplexer, they should be located in the center of the corresponding coupled vertical grating add/drop filter pass band. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the device schematic and transmission spectrum of a device which selects a single ring resonator mode centered at around 1554nm. For convenience, we refer to this device as Device 1. It is further observed that the resonance at 1581nm is absent from the through port of the add/drop filter (black dotted line). This resonance is within the stop band of the self-Bragg coupling effect from the central side wall modulated waveguide and therefore, gets reflected backwards into the input port. This effect is also evident in Fig. 1(c) which plots the spectral response of the 1 by 4 wide bandwidth WDM coupled vertical grating filters. It is observed that there is some transmission at the $-20$ dB level at wavelengths between 1555 – 1565nm and 1578 – 1590nm.

Next, we design a device to select two ring resonator resonances at 1568nm and 1574nm (see Fig. 3(a)). For convenience, we refer to this device as Device 2.
3(b) that the ring resonances at 1568nm and 1574nm are selected by the add/drop filter centered at these wavelengths. Similar to the observations in Device 1, the ring resonator resonances at 1581nm and 1588nm are within the wavelength range of the self-Bragg coupling effect of the central side wall modulated waveguide, and therefore get reflected backwards as well. Consequently, these two ring resonator resonance are absent from the spectrum of the add/drop filter’s through port (black dotted line).

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of Device 1, which selects a single ring resonator mode at 1554nm and SEM image of the coupling region. (b) Transmission spectrum for the through port of the ring resonator (green), through port of the add/drop filter (black dotted line) and the selected ring resonator mode out of port 2 (blue).

Fig. 3. (a) Schematic of Device 2 which selects a single ring resonator mode at 1568nm and 1574nm. (b) Transmission spectrum for the through port of the ring resonator (green), through port of the add/drop filter (black dotted line) and the selected ring resonator mode out of port 4 (blue) and port 5 (red).

4. Characterization of a 1 by 4 WDM with 0.5nm channel bandwidth

In order to achieve DWDM networks on a chip spanning the C- and L- bands, two important requirements must be met: (1) there should be no free spectral range limitations such as that introduced by ring resonator filters and (2) the channel bandwidth must be sufficiently narrow such that 100GHz channel spacings enable as many channels to be incorporated within the C- and L- bands as possible. To this end, we demonstrate a 1 by 4 WDM with close to 30dB extinction and a small 3dB bandwidth of 0.5nm. The layout and design for this 1 by 4 WDM is shown in Fig. 1(a). Each of the ring resonances are separated by 6.5nm, matching the channel spacing of the 1 by 4 wide bandwidth WDM (shown within the dotted rectangle in Fig. 1(a)). The transmission spectrum for each of the ports are shown in Fig. 4. It is observed that the four channels are centered at 1554nm, 1560.5nm, 1567nm and 1573.5nm, as designed for a 6.5nm channel spacing. Referring to Fig. 4, it is further observed that there is some interference from port 5 which results in crosstalk in each of the other 3 ports. The ring
resonator resonances lying within the bandwidth of the self-Bragg coupling of each of the two gratings making up the add/drop filter of port 5 generate the observed crosstalk. As previously observed from the red curve of Fig. 1(c) (showing the spectral response of the four coupled grating add/drop filters), there is some transmission at the −20dB level at the wavelengths between 1555 – 1565nm and 1578 – 1590nm, corresponding to the self-Bragg coupling for the left and right gratings respectively in Port 2. Since these two coupled gratings are spaced only 80nm apart, some extent of co-directional coupling can occur between each of these gratings. Light at these wavelengths launched into Port 1 can be co-directionally coupled into the left waveguide, where they subsequently get reflected out of Port 2. Based on the spectral profile of the ring resonator resonances, the inter-channel crosstalk which would result if each ring resonator resonance was spaced in a 100GHz and 200GHz grid is <−11dB and <−16dB respectively, which implies that the interference from self-Bragg coupling only limits the overall inter-channel crosstalk of the device when operated on a 200GHz spacing. The extent of co-directional coupling which occurs from one waveguide to another can be minimized by increasing the value of $G$ used to implement each add/drop filter. Further, since maximum optical power transfer between waveguides in co-directional coupling occurs periodically with a length $l_c = \frac{\pi}{\beta_c}$, where $\beta_c$ is the cross-coupling coefficient [21], it is possible to design the add/drop filter length to be a multiple of $2l_c$ to minimize the amount of cross-coupled power at the self-Bragg coupling wavelengths. Anti-reflection gratings can also be implemented to eliminate the self-Bragg coupling effects [22].

In order to implement a DWDM using this technique, one would have to use multiple wide bandwidth add/drop filters to select ring resonator resonances, with the number of add/drop filters depending on the total bandwidth being used for the DWDM. For example, in order to implement a DWDM device from 1530nm – 1565nm using a unit cell similar to that shown in Fig. 1a, one would have to start with a one by six wide bandwidth add/drop filter, centered at 1530nm, 1536.4nm, 1542.8nm, 1549.2nm, 1555.6nm, 1562nm to select six resonances from a single ring resonator with an FSR of 6.4nm. This would serve as the unit cell for the >40 channel DWDM device with 0.8nm channel spacing. Thereafter, eight additional similar unit cells which are separated in wavelength by 0.8nm can be cascaded to implement the DWDM device with 0.8nm channel spacing from 1530nm – 1565nm. This technique would enable the strict channel spacing requirements in DWDM to be met, while circumventing the FSR problem brought about by using ring resonator filters.

![Fig. 4. 1 by 4 WDM with 50GHz channel bandwidth, and each channel is spaced apart by 6.5nm. The layout of this device is shown in Fig. 1(a).](image-url)
In order to further demonstrate the feasibility of our device for DWDM, we design another device which accommodates modes from 4 different ring-resonators within add/drop filters centered at the same wavelength, in this case, Port 3 (centered at ~1560nm). The schematic for this device is shown in Fig. 5(a), and it consists of four rings of slightly different widths, each having a single resonance selected by an add/drop filter centered at 1560nm. The channel spacing for the device shown in Fig. 5(b) is 0.5nm, with a crosstalk of 7dB and ~1dB insertion loss. The widths of the four transmission modes of the rings are designed according to Eq. (1), using the effective indices vs. width calculated in Fig. 1(b) so as to target a 0.5nm channel separation between adjacent ring resonator modes. Figure 5(b) shows the resonances of the 4 ring resonators, each separated by 0.5nm. Targeted ring resonator widths were 0.4 µm, 0.404 µm, 0.408 µm and 0.412 µm. It is also observed that multiple resonances from each ring resonator are not present and therefore, the issue associated with free spectral range is circumvented. By cascading several of these 4 channel devices together, it is possible to also create a 1 by 80 DWDM device on a chip covering the C- and L- communication bands. Figure 5c shows the device configuration which would be used to implement a dense wavelength division multiplexer with multiple channels over a wide bandwidth. Since the channels are relatively narrowband, the resonance from each ring resonator can be spaced slightly further apart to 0.8nm or 1.6nm to achieve better inter-channel crosstalk while still meeting the requirement for 100GHz or 200GHz DWDM grid spacing. In addition, higher order ring resonators [23] can be used in place of single ring resonators to achieve resonances higher quality factors and therefore, narrower bandwidths at the ~20dB level needed for minimal inter-channel crosstalk.

Given the narrow bandwidth requirements for DWDM, the inclusion of microheaters on each of the add/drop filter-ring resonator devices would also be useful to help compensate for temperature fluctuations and fabrication inaccuracies. To minimize the amount of power required for thermal stabilization, strategies such as removal of the silicon substrate could be adopted [24].

![Diagram showing the layout and transmission spectrum of the 1 by 4 WDM device with 0.5nm channel spacing.](image)

Fig. 5. (a) Layout of 1 by 4 WDM implemented using 4 ring resonators with slightly different widths, each selected by an add/drop filter centered at ~1560nm. (b) Transmission spectrum of the four ports with 0.5nm channel spacing. (c) Device configuration for implementing DWDM using the building block shown in Fig. 5(a).
4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have demonstrated 1 by 4 WDM devices which have the potential to be implemented for 80-channel DWDM on-chip systems on a 100GHz or 200GHz grid spanning the C – and L – bands. Two different approaches are demonstrated. First, four ring resonator modes from a single ring resonator with its FSR matching the channel spacing of a wider bandwidth 1 by 4 WDM system is designed and characterized to have 16dB cross talk suppression, 6.5nm channel spacing and 0.5nm channel bandwidth. The second approach which we demonstrated involves using the add/drop filter located at the same wavelength to select a single resonance from four different ring resonators with slightly different widths, so as to achieve a channel spacing of 0.5nm. By cascading multiple devices, either of these two approaches may be used to implement an 80 channel DWDM device on silicon. This system would enable optical interconnects with ultra-high data capacity to be implemented for applications in data centers and microprocessors.
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